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Basketball Units

Sport Grupa Sure Shot 
‘780 Minishot’ Basketball Unit

The all-rounder for any club. This steel unit is made to 
the highest quality, making it particularly robust. Its 
folding design makes the basketball unit ideal for storing 
in equipment rooms. Nylon castors on the underside of 
the stand allow it to be transported with ease. Both the 
stand and the backboard are padded to protect players. 

Sport Grupa Sure Shot 
‘790 Macshot’ Basketball Unit

The ideal unit for schools and clubs. This steel unit is 
made to the highest quality, meaning it is sturdy and will 
withstand anything. The padding on the stand and back-
board provides protection for the basketball player dur-
ing every throw or lay-up. The unit is easy to move thanks 
to the nylon castors, and the hoop can be assembled and 
disassembled with ease using a screw crank mechanism. 
The special buckles reinforce the unit so that it won’t top-
ple over during a slam dunk.
The backboard is made of reinforced glass and is housed 
in a strong aluminium frame. This frame is directly con-
nected to the arm, protecting the backboard itself from 
any vibration. The long arm means the hoop is 
free-standing and prevents the base from getting in the 
way. This basketball unit boasts a modern design. 
71 282 0402   Each

Sport Grupa Sure Shot 
‘795 Liteshot’ Basketball Unit

For training and competition. This unit is made of 
powder-coated, durable steel – allowing it to withstand 
anything. The basketball unit provides safety during any 
throw thanks to its long arm and the padding on the 
stand and backboard. The backboard is made of rein-
forced glass and is housed in a strong aluminium frame. 
The target and edge lines burnt into the glass won’t fade, 
even when the unit is used frequently in schools and 
clubs. 
The basketball unit can be folded and stored easily, mak-
ing it the optimal solution for smaller equipment rooms. 
Its practical nylon castors mean it can be moved with 
ease; it boasts a quick-release fastener, which allows the 
height of the hoop to be quickly and easily set. 
71 282 0604   Each

Model
Ideal for
Use
Backboard material
Backboard dimensions (LxW)
Dimensions when folded (LxWxH)
Assembled dimensions (LxWxH)
Arm length
Weight
Hoop height
Stand and backboard padding
FIBA-certified
EN 1270-approved
Product code

1| 790 Macshot
schools and clubs

competition
glass

180x105 cm
183.5x485x194 cm
500x180x200 cm

325 cm
1,200 kg
305 cm
•

level 1
•

71 282 0402

2| 780 Minishot
schools and clubs

training, competition
glass

180x105 cm
183.5x395x198 cm
400x180x200 cm

225 cm
850 kg

260, 280 and 305 cm
•

level 3
•

71 282 0200

3| 795 Liteshot
schools and clubs

training, competition
glass

180x105 cm
183.5x503x168 cm
500x180x170 cm

325 cm
750 kg

260 and 305 cm
•

level 1
•

71 282 0604

The backboard made of reinforced glass features particu-
larly durable target and edge markings, which are burnt 
into the glass and therefore won’t fade. The basketball 
unit is tested in line with EN 1270 and complies with all 
FIBA requirements, making it perfect for any competi-
tion. 
71 282 0200   Each
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 4 Easy to set up and 
take down
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Sport Grupa Sure Shot 
basketball units

 4 FIBA-approved
 4 For training and competition
 4 Various playing heights
 4 Professional quality
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